
School memes:  
on the example of three 

Tartu schools 
 

Mare Kalda 

Astrid Tuisk 

Estonian Literary Museum 



Robert Howard 2013: Vernacular” just means non-institutional …So the idea of 
the “vernacular web” is just that: the vast interconnected web of everyday 
communication we enact together to create our shared sense of the world. 

In the online environment, this web is just more obvious: we always have had 
vernacular webs, but online they are more concrete because they are directly 
observable... In a link from one website to another or in tweet about a YouTube 
video that links to blog, the vast zone of informal discourse online creates 
“vernacular webs” of interconnected digital media. In these zones, people 
follow their friends’ posts and links and they pick up digital content, edit it, and 
then re-share it.  

Owens, Trevor 2013. Born Digital. Folklore and the Vernacular Web: An 
Interview with Robert Glenn Howard. The Library of Congress/Blogs/The 
Signal. February 22. https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/2013/02/born-digital-
folklore-and-the-vernacular-web-an-interview-with-robert-glenn-howard  

Howard, Robert Glenn 2012. ‘How counterculture helped put the “vernacular” 
in vernacular webs’ in Folk Culture in the Digital Age: The Emergent Dynamics 
of Human Interaction, ed. Trevor J. 
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Richard Dawkins 1976. The Selfish Gene: …“an idea, behaviour or style that 
spreads from person to person within a culture by coping or imitation” 

Limor Shifman 2013. Memes in Digital Culture. The MIT Press Essential Knowledge 
Series. Cambridge: MIT Press. 

p. 41: Internet meme is a group of digital items sharing common characteristics 
of content, form, an/or stance, which were created with awareness of each other; 
and were circulated, imitated, and/or transformed via the Internet by many users. 
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Lähte meemid 
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An almost adequate glimpse at the everyday 

life in the Karlova school 
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If you remember the school at Lina 2 
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will take a long time 
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The school will begin teaching World War II 
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school canteen 
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A Russian teacher will speak Russian in you and you will 
not understand 
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Graduating.  
Me: thank you, everyone who supported me. 
Sitting in the hall: memes. 
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